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ABSTRACT 

 

ARTICLE INFO 

The effect of the temperature on exhaust manifold modal analysis was 
investigated in this study. For doing this, Solidworks software was 
used to model the exhaust manifolds. Then the modal analysis was 
performed to get the natural frequencies in Abaqus software.  Finally, 
the modal analysis that considers the temperature effect was done. The 
study of structural dynamics is essential for understanding and 
evaluating the performance of any engineering product. The 
determination of the dynamic characteristics of automotive structures 
has become an extremely important issue in the automobile industry. 
Modal Analysis is currently one of the key technologies in structural 
dynamics analysis. The temperature-dependent of material 
parameters was considered to increase the accuracy of finite element 
analysis (FEA) results. The results of FEA proved a very good 
agreement between temperature distribution and thermal analysis 
results, carried out in references. The frequency and vibration mode 
between cold modal and thermal modal were compared. The results 
showed that temperature has a great influence on the exhaust 
manifold mode and it is very valuable to product design. The results of 
the modal analysis proved that the maximum strain energy density and 
total strain energy exist in the confluence area. The results of the finite 
element analysis correspond with the experimental tests, carried out 
in references, and illustrate the exhaust manifold cracked in this 
region. The obtained FEA results show that gas pressure is effective on 
the modal analysis and must be considered in the modal analysis of 
exhaust manifold. 
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1) Introduction 
The exhaust manifolds are mounted on the 
cylinder head of an engine collects gases 
exhausted from an engine, and send them to a 
catalyst converter. They play an important role 
in the performance of an engine system [1-3]. 
The exhaust manifold is close to the engine part 
in the automotive exhaust system because the 
cylinder discharge gas temperature can reach 
800°C above, the tail gas heating effect is 
obvious. Because the thermal stress, that caused 
by tail gas heating can be as high as hundreds of 
mega Pascals; it can also lead to thermal fatigue 
and cause a structural fracture. Thus, detailed 
analysis and design are essential [2, 3]. 
The study of structural dynamics is essential for 
understanding and evaluating the performance 
of any engineering product. The determination 
of the dynamic characteristics of automotive 
structures has become an extremely important 
issue in the automobile industry [4].  
Modal analysis is used to study the inherent 
dynamic characteristics of a system. Through 
modal analysis, we can obtain natural 
frequencies, modal shapes, parameters of modal 
damping Natural frequency can show that the 
structure can produce resonance under some 
certain excitation frequency [5].  
Also, it is important to understand the dynamic 
characteristics of the exhaust system to reduce 
the vibration transmitted from the engine to the 
cabin, through the exhaust system [6].   
Exhaust systems generally exhibit nonlinear 
material characteristics due to the higher 
combustion temperature which complicates the 
design due to the weakening of the material with 
increasing temperature. The problem is further 
exacerbated by the different levels of expertise 
on the part of customizing and servicing the 
engine, which results in a change in operating 
conditions expectation and anticipated 
temperatures [7, 8].  
Thermal stress generated from temperature will 
have an impact on structural bending and 
torsional rigidness, which leads to a decline in 
structural natural frequency.  Also considering 
the increasing demands on comfort, it is easily 
realized that designing exhaust systems has 
become much more difficult [8]. 
Numerous papers have been presented on modal 
analysis and prediction of fatigue failure in 
exhaust manifolds. Effects of an exhaust 
manifold with different structures on the sound 
order distribution of exhaust noise based on the 

one-dimensional plane wave theory did by Qiu et 
al. The isometric exhaust manifold and 
symmetric isometric exhaust manifolds can 
control the sound order distribution of the 
exhaust noise, and they are applicable for 
improving the sound quality in the future [9].  
Rajadurai et al. did Modal Analysis for Exhaust 
Manifold in Hot Condition. The results of their 
study disclosed that heating causes a non-linear 
change in material physical properties. 
Generated thermal stress caused by tail gas 
heating and mechanical loading from pretension 
leads to a decline in the natural frequency of the 
hot end exhaust system [8]. Operational and 
Experimental Modal Analysis for an automotive 
exhaust system was performed by Iyer et al. A 
very good agreement between experimental and 
simulated results of the modal analysis was 
proved [10]. 
Sissa and colleagues investigated low and high 
cycle fatigue life estimation of turbocharged 
diesel engine exhaust manifolds. Their research 
revealed that vibrational loadings cannot be 
neglected for correctly estimating the fatigue life 
of the turbocharged diesel engine exhaust 
manifolds [1].  
The analysis of the crack mechanism and 
estimate of a lifetime by the vibration 
measurement of the stainless exhaust manifold 
in firing condition was performed by Sangkim 
and Joonpark. Their research proved that the 
vibration level in a vehicle is different from the 
level in bench condition. By checking resonance 
frequency and vibration level, we could predict 
endurance lifetime [11].  
Rezaei studied vibration analysis of exhaust 
manifold heat shield. The results of finite 
element analysis proved that two of the first 
resonance frequencies of heat shield are in the 
range of the engine speed and locations of heat 
shield cracks are at the maximum deflection 
positions [12].  
Optimization of exhaust system hangers for 
reduction of vehicle cabin vibrations analyzed by 
Shojaeifard et al. Simulated results indicated that 
optimization of the locations has resulted in a 
significant decrease in hanger loads, significantly 
reducing the vibrations transmitted to the 
vehicle cabin and increasing the life of the rubber 
hangers [6]. 
Fatigue strength of motorcycle exhaust system 
considering vibrating and thermal stresses was 
predicted by Kuribara et al. Their research 
proved a high correlation between experimental 
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and simulated results of the fatigue strength of 
the exhaust system [7].  
Wang and Jiang investigated fatigue life 
estimation of the front subframe of a passenger 
car based on the modal stress recovery method. 
The durability analysis showed that the fatigue 
life of the improved subframe was greatly 
increased from 48,500 km to 766,200 km, while 
the mass of the modified bracket was increased 
from 0.526 kg to 0.578 kg, meeting the design 
requirements [13].  
The impact of temperature effect on exhaust 
manifold thermal modal analysis was examined 
by Zou et al. With temperature pre-stress and 
bolt pre-tightening force and the same boundary 
condition, the exhaust manifold thermal modal 
frequency is lower than the cold modal 
frequency of the same order and with the 
increase of order, the reduction is larger [14].  
Joshi et al. studied failure analysis and robust 
optimization of an exhaust manifold diffuser 
plate. Metallurgical failure analysis coupled with 
thermal fatigue analysis of the component 
concluded that thermal fatigue is the root cause 
of the failure [15]. 
Evaluation of thermal barrier coating in low 
cycle fatigue life for exhaust manifold was 
conducted by Ashouri. The results of low cycle 
fatigue proved that the number of cycles of 
failure for coated exhaust manifold is 
approximately in the order 2-fold longer than 
the results obtained from the uncoated exhaust 
manifolds [16]. 
Thermo-mechanical fatigue simulation of 
manifolds was studied by Ashouri. The 
numerical results showed that the temperature 
and thermal stresses have the most critical 
values at the confluence region of the exhaust 
manifolds. This area was under cyclic tensile and 
compressive stress and then is under low cycle 
fatigue [17]. 
According to the introduction, Temperature has 
a great influence on material mechanical 
properties, so it is necessary to take the influence 
of the temperature pre-stress on exhaust 
manifold vibration characteristics into account. 
Heating causes the nonlinear change of material 
physical property and generate thermal stress, 
the combined effects of both make the 
structure’s natural frequency decline after 
heating. Thus, in the exhaust manifold design 
and evaluation, the effect of temperature on 
material mechanical properties should be taken 
into account. Thus, this article aims to evaluate 

of temperature effect on modal analysis for the 
exhaust manifold. For doing this, Solidworks 
software was used to model the exhaust 
manifolds.  
Then the modal analysis was performed to get the 
natural frequencies in Abaqus software.  Finally, 
the modal analysis that considers the 
temperature effect was done. It should be noted 
that using time-dependent material properties 
would increase the accuracy of FEA results [8, 14].  
Therefore, the effect of time-dependent 
properties for exhaust manifold is also 
considered in this work. It is worth noting that, 
the strain energy density and total strain energy 
distribution is investigated. Strain energy 
density is an appropriate criterion for predicting 
failure points in parts. The total strain energy 
predicts the failure point of the exhaust manifold 
in its first natural frequency. Pressure force 
exerted on the inner surface of the exhaust pipe 
wall is also taken into account. 

 
2) Material behavioral model 
In this study, the gray cast iron alloy of Silicon-
Manganese has been used to simulate the 
thermo-mechanical behavior. The alloy is known 
as EN-JGL-250 gray cast iron which is applied in 
exhaust manifolds [16]. 
Heat transfer in engine exhaust manifolds is 
governed by three effects: conduction through 
the metal, convection from the hot exhaust gases, 
and radiative exchange between different parts 
of the metal surface [18, 19].  
Heat transfer by conduction per unit area per 
unit time, in the steady situation is given by 
Fourier law [18]: 
 

�̇� = −𝑘Δ𝑇 (1) 
 

The differential equation of time-dependent heat 
flow is given in polar coordinate by [20]: 
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(2) 

 

Heat loss due to thermal radiation between the 
manifold surface and environment is modeled by 
the standard Stefan–Boltzmann relation [18]: 
 

�̇� = 𝜀𝜎(𝑇𝑔
4 − 𝑇𝑎

4) (3) 
 

Heat convection from the exhaust gas to the 
manifold wall is mainly due to forced convection 
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and is strongly dependent on the gas flow 
dynamics and the manifold geometry. These 
conditions can be mathematically expressed as 
follow [20]: 

𝑘
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑛
= ℎ(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑎) (4) 

 

Chirchil and Chu law is used to consider heat 
convection from manifold surface to ambient air, 
the equation of which is following [21]: 
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3) Modal analysis theory 

Vibration is an inevitable old problem for 
mechanical structures. Modal analysis is the 
study of the natural frequency and main modes 
of the mechanical system. According to mode 
theory, the structure will typically be seen as a 
system constituted by the mass point, rigid body, 
and damper and discrete it as a finite number of 
elastic coupling rigid bodies. Therefore, an 
infinite multi-degree freedom system turns into 
a limited multi-degree freedom system.  
When the linear time-invariant system 
requirements are met, the system general motion 
mathematical model can be expressed as [22]: 

𝑚�̈� + 𝑐�̇� + 𝑘𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑥) (6) 
 

The temperature and temperature gradient have 
a great influence on the stiffness matrix K, which 
will lead to the change in the structural 
dynamics’ characteristics. Considering the 
temperature effects, stiffness matrix K is 
composed of two aspects: 
 

𝐾 = 𝐾𝑇 + 𝐾𝜎 (7) 
 

in which the first part 𝐾𝑇 represents the thermal-
related variation of material properties, 
including the elasticity and thermal expansivity 
and the second part 𝐾𝜎 is the stiffness caused by 
the structural thermal stress. 
 
4) Finite element model and material 
properties  
Hot components of engines had complex 
geometry and loading, and applying analytical 

methods for the detection of natural frequencies, 
modal shapes, and parameters of modal 
damping in them is impossible. Many 
researchers have used the finite element method 
to obtain natural frequencies, modal shapes, and 
parameters of modal damping in geometrically 
complex components [8].  
The exhaust manifold finite element model is 
shown in Figure. 1[16]. Exhaust manifolds 
consist of a four-tube exhaust manifold with f our 
flanges, bolted with eight bolts to the engine 
cylinder head. The manifold is cast from gray 
iron with Young's modulus of 115 GPa, a 
Poisson's ratio of 0.26, and a coefficient of 
thermal expansion of 10 × 10–6 per °C.  Exhaust 
manifolds are modeled with three-dimensional 
continuum elements. The model consists of 
38989 nods and 20093 elements (C3D10) for 
improving the accuracy and acceptability of the 
obtained results. 
 

 

 

Figure 1: (a) The exhaust manifold generated by 

SolidWorks [16] and (b) Finite element model of the 

exhaust manifold 
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5) Analysis procedure 
Temperature effect on exhaust manifold thermal 
modal analysis is as follows: 
1- A modal analysis in cold condition includes 

linear material properties parameters.  
2- Subject the exhaust manifolds to the steady-

state operating temperature distribution. 
3- Finally, a modal analysis in hot condition 

includes nonlinear material properties under 
maximum nodal temperature. 

 
6) Results and Discussion 
6.1) Cold modal Analysis 
Modal analysis, namely free vibration analysis, is 
a linear analysis, which is a modern method to 
study the dynamic characteristics of structures. 
Modal is the natural vibration characteristics of 
the mechanical structure. Each mode has a 
specific natural frequency, damping ratio, and 
mode shape [14, 23, 24].  
To avoid the damage of resonance to the 
mechanical structure before it works in reality, 
the modal analysis is necessary to judge whether 
there is a resonance. Based on the results of 
modal analysis, the stability of the device can be 
guaranteed by avoiding these frequencies or 
reducing the effect of excitation of these 
frequencies before the practical work.  
To avoid the damage of resonance to the 
mechanical structure before it works in reality, 
the modal analysis is necessary to judge whether 
there is a resonance. Based on the results of 
modal analysis, the stability of the device can be 
guaranteed by avoiding these frequencies or 
reducing the effect of excitation of these 
frequencies before the practical work [4, 11]. 
In the cold modal analysis, cold modal analysis 
means the modal analysis with constant material 
properties parameters under room temperature 
[8]. It is assumed that the exhaust manifolds are 
securely fixed to a stiff and bulky engine cylinder 
head and catalyst, so the flange surfaces are 
constrained in the direction normal to the 
cylinder head and catalyst but are free to move 
in the two lateral directions to account for 
thermal expansion. Another boundary condition 
is the gas pressure of the exhaust manifolds. This 
pressure is applied as a mechanical load on the 
inner surface of the manifold tubes [16].  
The first three order vibration shape of cold 
modal analysis are shown in Figure. 2. It can be 
seen that the first three natural frequencies of 
the exhaust manifolds are 1014.5, 1219.4, and 
1276.4 Hz respectively. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure. 2: The first three order vibration shape of 

cold modal 

 
6.2) Thermal Analysis 
The thermal analysis goal is the evaluation of 
temperature distribution in exhaust manifolds. 
The ability to accurately predict the metal 
temperature of the exhaust manifold is very 
important for a robust/durable design of the 
exhaust manifold. The ability to accurately 
predict the metal temperature of the exhaust 
manifold is very important for a robust/durable 
design of the exhaust manifold. The thermal 
analysis includes the simulation of working 
conditions in steady and transient states. In 
these conditions, exhaust manifolds are subject 
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to thermal exchange phenomena as conduction, 
convection, radiation [16, 17].  
The manifolds are cast from gray cast iron with 
thermal conductivity of 48 W/mm°C, a density of 
7200 kg/m3, and specific heat of 460 J/kg°C. The 
manifolds begin the analysis with an initial 
temperature of 20°C. The Stefan Boltzmann 
constant is taken as 5.669×10–14 W/mm2K4 and 
absolute zero is set at 273.15°C below zero. The 
surface emissivity of gray cast iron is taken as a 
constant value of 0.77. The hot exhaust gases 
create a heat flux applied to the interior tube 
surfaces. In this article, this effect is modeled 
using a surface-based film condition, with a 
constant temperature of 816°C and a film 
condition of 500×10–6 W/mm2°C.  
A temperature boundary condition of 355°C is 
applied at the flange surfaces attached to the 
cylinder head, and a temperature boundary 
condition of 122°C is applied at the flange 
surfaces attached to the exhaust [16]. In this 
analysis, one thermal cycle is applied to obtain a 
steady-state thermal cycle.  Each thermal cycle 
involves two steps: heating the exhaust manifold 
to the maximum operating temperature and 
cooling it to the minimum operating 
temperature. The temperature distribution 
when the exhaust manifold is heated to its peak 
value is shown in Figure 3.  
 

 
Figure 3: The temperature distribution in the 

exhaust manifold 

 

Contour results of the temperature distribution 
in the exhaust manifolds carried out in 
references is shown in Figure 4. The review of 
Figures 3 and 4 reveals a very good agreement 
between temperature distribution and thermal 
analysis results, carried out in references. 
Contour results of the temperature distribution 
in the exhaust manifold considering 
temperature-independent material properties 
are shown in Figure 5. As it can be seen from 

Figures 3-5, temperature-dependent of material 
properties has a significant effect on the 
temperature distribution. Therefore, 
temperature-dependent of material properties 
must be considered in the thermal analysis of the 
exhaust manifold. 
 

 
Figure 4: The thermal analysis of the exhaust 

manifold [16] 

 
 

 
Figure 5: The thermal analysis of  the exhaust 

manifold considering temperature-independent of 

material properties 

 

6.3) Thermal modal Analysis 
The temperature effect on structure stiffness is 
mainly from two aspects. First aspect: the 
heating up the temperature can change the 
material elastic modulus and lead to the initial 
stiffness matrix changes. Second aspect: The 
thermal stress caused by temperature gradients; 
the additional initial stress stiffness matrix is 
needed besides structure stiffness matrix. In the 
thermal modal, thermal modal analysis means 
modal analysis with temperature pre-stress and 
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with temperature-dependent material 
properties parameters [8].  
Nodal temperatures calculated by the previous 
thermal analysis have been imported in the 
structural model as thermal loads. The first three 
order vibration shape of the thermal modal are 
shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the first 
three natural frequencies of the exhaust 
manifold are 741.26, 897.44, and 951.57 Hz 
respectively. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 6: The first three order vibration shape of 

thermal modal 

 
In the modal analysis, the low order vibration 
mode has a greater influence on the system 
structure. As can be seen from Figs 2 and 6, the 
first three modes of exhaust manifold solved by 
modal analysis do not overlap, which can 

effectively avoid resonance phenomenon in 
operation.  
Also, these natural frequencies are concentrated. 
The design process of the exhaust manifold 
should avoid these regions as much as possible to 
avoid resonance. With temperature pre-stress 
and the same boundary condition, the exhaust 
manifold thermal modal frequency is lower than 
the cold modal frequency of the same order. The 
influence of temperature on every modal 
frequency is different, but the total effect is 
lowering. It is correspondence to the results of a 
source [8]. 
The temperature reduces the material stiffness 
and uneven temperature distribution lead to 
material nonlinearity; on the other hand, the 
thermal stress that the temperature generated 
can be seen as pre-stress and will reduce the 
structure’s bending and torsional stiffness, 
therefore, the structure natural frequency will be 
lower under the temperature pre-stress [8].  
Through the above modal analysis, it can be seen 
that vibration shapes of cold modal (room 
temperature) and thermal modal are mainly bent. 
Therefore, the bend deformation is the most 
important vibration mode.  
When the frequency of vibration is closed to the 
natural frequency of vibration in its practical 
works, the phenomenon of resonance will occur. 
The exhaust manifold is mainly motivated by the 
road and engine, generally, the road incentive is 
about 30 Hz and the engine inventive is more than 
200 Hz, so the design frequency of the exhaust 
manifold should be greater than 200 Hz [6]. It can 
be seen by analyzing the results that the lowest 
order natural frequency of thermal modal 
analysis is 730.82 Hz and the cold modal’s lowest 
natural frequency is 1007.8 Hz, both meet the 
requirements to avoid the resonance between the 
exhaust manifold and the engine or other parts. 
It is worth noting that, the strain energy density 
distribution in the exhaust manifold is 
investigated. This energy represents the most 
probable failure point. The strain energy density 
is called SENER in Abaqus software. This 
parameter is an appropriate criterion for 
predicting failure points in parts. Strain energy 
density in the exhaust manifold predicts the 
critical points for failure as shown in Figure 7.  
Another important variable in determining the 
failure point is the total strain energy. The total 
strain energy is called ELSE in Abaqus software.  
This variable predicts the failure point of the 
exhaust manifold in its first natural frequency as 
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shown in Figure 8. As it can be seen from Figures 
7 and 8, SENER and ELSE parameters are 
maximized in the confluence area. Therefore, this 
region is a critical area and fatigue cracks will 
appear in this region.  

 

 
Figure 7: The strain energy density distribution in 

the exhaust manifold 

 

 
Figure 8: The total strain energy distribution in 

exhaust manifold in its first natural frequency 

 
As it has been observed in most thermal shock 
test, the exhaust manifold is broken like Figure 9. 
The review of Figures. 7-9 reveals that the 
results of a modal analysis are corresponded 
with experimental tests carried out in 
references, and illustrate the exhaust manifolds 
cracked in this region. 

 

 

Figure 9: The cracked exhaust manifold [25] 

Gas pressure is effective on modal analysis. The 
first three natural frequencies of exhaust 
manifold by two methods are shown in Table 1. 
Comparing the natural frequencies of different 
methods, the influence of gas pressure on the 
natural frequencies of the exhaust manifold is 
very obvious. With gas pressure and the same 
boundary condition, the exhaust manifold 
thermal modal frequency is higher than the 
thermal modal frequency of the same order 
without gas pressure. It can be seen that the 
effect of gas pressure is significant. Thus, gas 
pressure must be considered in the modal 
analysis of the exhaust manifold. 

 
Table 1: Natural frequencies of the exhaust manifold 

Model 
number 

Natural 
frequencies (Hz) 

with gas pressure 

Natural 
frequencies (Hz) 

without gas 
pressure 

1 741.26 730.82 
2 897.44 888.14 
3 951.57 939.14 

 
7) Conclusion 
In this study, a basic analysis process of the 
exhaust manifold cold modal and thermal 
modal analysis is studied. And the temperature 
pre-stress is applied on the exhaust manifold. 
Finite element analysis provides the accurate 
and reliable prediction of natural frequencies, 
modal shapes, and parameters of modal 
damping results in the exhaust manifold.  
The results of the modal analysis proved that 
heating causes the nonlinear change of material 
physical property and generate thermal stress, 
the combined effects of both make the 
structure’s natural frequency decline after 
heating. By comparing the cold modal with 
thermal modal frequencies and vibration 
shapes, the results showed that the exhaust 
manifold thermal modal frequency is lower 
than the cold modal frequency of the same 
order.  
Thus, in the exhaust manifold design and 
evaluation, the effect of temperature on 
material mechanical properties should be taken 
into account. The temperature effects are 
directly proportional to the natural frequencies. 
By these effective results, dynamic 
characteristics of the system should be 
predicted with accuracy because of considering 
the real-life boundary conditions. 
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The result of FEA proved a very good agreement 
between temperature distribution and thermal 
analysis results, carried out in references. The 
results of the modal analysis showed that the 
maximum strain energy density and total strain 
energy exist in the confluence area. The results 
of the finite element analysis correspond with 
the experimental tests, carried out in references, 
and illustrate the exhaust manifold cracked in 
this region.  
The obtained FEA results show that gas pressure 
is effective on the modal analysis and must be 
considered in the modal analysis of exhaust 
manifold. Computer-aided engineering plays an 
important role to find the weakness of an 
exhaust manifold layout at the early stage of 
engine development. 
 
List of Symbols 
�̇�  heat flux 

𝑘  thermal conductivity 

Δ𝑇  temperature difference 

𝑟  radius 

𝜌  density 

𝑐  specific heat 

ℎ  convective heat transfer coefficient 

𝑛  vertical direction 

𝜎  standard Stefan–Boltzmann constant 

𝑇𝑎  air temperature 
𝑇𝑔  manifold temperature 

𝑁𝑢  Nusselt number 

𝑅𝑎  Rayleigh number 

𝑃𝑟  Prandtl number 

𝑀  Mass matrix 

𝐶  damping matrix 

𝐾  stiffness matrix 

𝑥  
exhaust pipe vibration displacement 
vector 

𝑓(𝑡)  exhaust pipe load vector 
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 چکيده

 

 اطالعات مقاله

پژوهش اثر گرما بر تحليل ارتعاشي چندراهة دود بررسي شده است. برای این منظور، ابتدا از  در این
به  آباکوسافزار چندراهة دود استفاده شده است. سپس از نرممدلسازی ساليدورکس به منظور افزار نرم

منظور تعيين بسامدهای طبيعي استفاده شده است. درنهایت، اثر دما مطالعه شد. بررسي دیناميک یک 
ای سازه جهت مطالعه و ارزیابي هر محصول مهندسي الزم است. تعيين مشخصات دیناميکي ساختار ه
های مختلف خودرو موضوعي بسيار مهم در صنعت خودرو است. امروزه تحليل ارتعاشي یکي از روش

توسعة فناوری در تحليل ساختارهای دیناميکي است. نتایج تحليل اجزای محدود نشان داد که انطباق 
 شکل و فرکانسبسيار مناسبي بين توزیع دما و نتایج تحليل گرمائي انجام شده در منابع وجود دارد. 

. نتایج نشان داد که دما اثر بسيار قابل شد مقایسه گرم و سرد شرایط در ارتعاشي تحليل در ارتعاش
ای بر ارتعاش منيفولد دود دارد که در طراحي آن بسيار حائز اهميت است. نتایج تحليل ارتعاشي مالحظه

دهد. نتایج مقدار انرژی کرنش در ناحية همریختگاه رخ ميثابت کرد که حداکثر چگالي انرژی کرنش و 
های تجربي انجام شده در منابع که چندراهة دود در این ناحيه دچار تحليل اجزای محدود با آزمون

دهد که فشار گسيختگي شده است، مطابقت دارد. نتایج تحليل اجرای محدود بدست آمده نشان مي
 و در تحليل ارتعاشي چندراهة دود باید درنظر گرفته شود.گاز بر تحليل ارتعاشي مؤثر است 

 
 تمامي حقوق برای انجمن علمي موتور ایران محفوظ است.
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